
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

   

 

Most unusual news from 
the summer?  On the 

residential week in New 
York in August, there 

was a BEAR.  Yes, 
truly.  It was snuffling 

between the big barn 
and one of the gazebos 
(only enclosed by insect 

screens) where groups 
were meeting.  

 No students were eaten during this residential.  How did we not get 
a photo of the bear?  It doesn't bear explaining.  Will wildlife be a 
feature of all future School events?  Worth bearing in mind!  We've 

had kangaroos in Perth previously, but the bear takes the biscuit. 
 

Go to Schoolinsight for back issues. Please send me feedback - I'd 
love to hear your impressions and suggestions.   
All good wishes,  

Christine Lambie, Editor 

 

Welcome to Issue 31  
Here we are at the beginning of another year. 
One of my personal projects is the online 

classes, so please read about the 
developments below.   I get quite excited 
about the internet's ability to put people in 

touch with each other and my parents love 
their online group; so I'm definitely an 

enthusiast.  

 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tXWKzsc6hXFEBbtomPugMmaDxGv6689jPHHWszfiPBce_3TWC91v8y9vTt-kFjrkVee4n5O-I-qvkWaeedew3uRAHac-SvxGFefSNB9WdThttSg1dV4CZMRRImVOdrwuUwBhUpuOu_UaLACgaPNg3fyf2YyEmF6sdhGAPJ51EfCuOPWqEm-VMHcEWk9jTmhDj8kpB97ECPQ=&c=&ch=


 

 

 

 

 

A  year cycling round Africa 
Life Cycle 

Exciting expansion  
 Online School  

Caring for a loved one led to  
Ayurveda 

 

 

 

 

Have you ever 
envied someone 

else's 
adventurous 
life?  Stuart is a 

senior student 
in Cape Town, 

with a penchant 
for cycling.  He 
and his wife 

Diana, and two 
daughters 

Tegan (23) and 
Carla (20), 
decided to take a sabbatical year in order to learn a bit more 

about their beautiful continent.  They left home on 2nd 
February 2015, and started cycling down the east coast of 

South Africa.   
  

Life Cycle 

Stuart Phillips, Cape Town 
 

"A family cycling trip into Africa? For a whole year?  You must be 
crazy!"  This was the typical response when we announced our plan 

to cycle from our home in Cape Town to Kenya and back.  As it 
turned out, 2015 will rank as one of our most interesting and 
enjoyable years. 

 

Setting out 

 

 

http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?m=1120044003245&ca=e85e843b-fe92-49f7-8846-107599e7e011#Story1
http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?m=1120044003245&ca=e85e843b-fe92-49f7-8846-107599e7e011#Story2
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tXWKzsc6hXFEBbtomPugMmaDxGv6689jPHHWszfiPBce_3TWC91v87n2AiVhrb269c7W4-iDKIe7buubuClj-DuBmqzum7nmGtgkT8TwzliiWjmlBM5_f1WFznbxo4lU-PGsjneqPA7DBQixE2w0rgHb4vYuzAv8mpHul_S55I67iAq4ZpIM6rv4z5gvlrcTY8tL5YVnt0c=&c=&ch=


With five bicycle pannier bags each we set off with everything 

necessary for a year-long, self-supported cycle tour. This included 
tents, sleeping gear, cooking gear, tools, first aid kit and 
electronics. An hour after leaving our home, we hit our first little 

snag - or rather, our first snag hit us - a large SUV driving way too 
fast and too close knocked my wife, Diana off her bike. She 

emerged from the bushes a minute later, in shock and holding a 
sore and swollen elbow.  Having just given up our jobs, invested in 
bicycles and equipment, and rented out our house, this was not 

exactly the start that we had envisaged. 
Fortunately no bones were broken but we immediately started 

developing safety techniques, which saw us through to the end of 
the trip with no further traffic incidents. We had a broad plan to 

head north to somewhere near the equator with an aim not to cover 
as many miles as we could but rather to enjoy each day and savour 
each experience.  

 

Hospitality  

 
If we didn't make it to a campsite or a cheap guest house we would 
"wild camp".  But if we were "discovered", we would be faced with a 

large audience as we went about our campsite activities!  In certain 
areas, the rural land was too populated to find a private spot. In 

these cases, we would stop at a small homestead of a few huts, and 
ask the headman if we could set up camp for a night. Not once was 
our request rejected. 

 
Although the homestead families are normally very poor and living 

off the land we always experienced true African hospitality: offers of 
a meal, hot water from the fire for washing, or the use of the 
toilet.  Being totally dependent on the goodwill of people who have 

so little is a humbling and life-changing experience.  We'd ask 
ourselves whether we would have so willingly offered these people 

the use of our home if they had knocked at our door in Cape Town. 
 

Close encounters 
South Africa is often referred to as "Africa lite", owing to its first-

world, cosmopolitan cities.  As we travelled north into the "real 
Africa", we couldn't believe that there were still wild animals living 

outside the many game reserves.  Cycling through Kasane, 
Livingstonia and Kariba, we had to stop while a herd of elephants 



crossed the 

road!  And 
after an 
experience of 

being chased 
by an elephant 

at a campsite 
in Botswana, 
we became 

especially 
nervous at 

these wildlife 
encounters. 

 
Maybe we 
were lucky but 

we 
experienced 

only one 
incident of 
malice, when 

two men tried 
to hijack Carla 

and Diana's 
bicycles near 
Mombasa. The 

attack was thwarted with the assistance of some passing strangers. 
We were also fortunate to experience only one serious illness, when 

Tegan contracted malaria in Mlibizi, Zimbabwe.  Our campsite owner 
took her to a nearby clinic for professional treatment- at no 
cost.  Amazing help was forthcoming when needed! 

 
We experienced so many acts of kindness and goodwill including 

friendly greetings from pedestrians, drivers stopping to offer us 
Cokes and fellow travellers lending us their car to see something not 
accessible by bicycle. The vulnerability of cycle touring provided us 

with many opportunities to experience feelings of community. 
 

Learning curve 
Our daily distance varied significantly depending on the conditions. 
After a few months we would typically do about 100km in a day. As 
our mechanical skills were not "advanced", we were lucky to have 

only one serious mechanical incident and a total of 14 punctures.  
 



 

"You are such brave 
adventurers!" people would 

comment as we trundled 
past.  With our heavy load, at 

first we thought this was true 
but then on a daily basis we 
would pass someone like this. 

His load is many times heavier 
than ours; his bicycle is old 

with no gears. He has no 
medical policy, no first aid kit, 
he can't afford a nice 

cappuccino in the next city, and 
he doesn't go back to luxury 

living after a year.   

   

We learned that the really brave people are those who have tough 
lives, and who have no choice in the matter.  For them it is literally 
a matter of survival.  He deserves the true title of "adventurer"! 

 

Home again 
After sharing two small tents for a year, we found that there was so 

much more to know about each other, at a deeper level.  And there 
was plenty of opportunity to practise patience, tolerance and 
respect! We're so much closer, and still struggling to adapt to the 

daily separation through work and other commitments. In fact on 
arriving home we were tempted to turn around and start again!  

  
We'd recommend that no one should shy away from adventure 
purely to avoid risks. In hindsight, the hardest part of our trip was 

making the decision to do it.  Once we'd made our decision, 
obstacles were relatively easy to overcome. We have come away 

infinitely enriched from our experience.  And especially enriched 
with the wisdom that many in Africa have to offer - how to live 
dignified, humble, respectful lives, in the spirit of community and 

self-sacrifice, despite the harsh and challenging conditions. 
 

See Tegan's wonderful cartoons at Tegan's diary.  At least read the 
prologue.  Then see photos of the whole trip: cyclephotos 

 

back to top 

 

Top Tips: recommended by readers 
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1. TED: Is there a TED talk in you?  Head of 

TED, Chris Anderson, just published a book with 
all the tips for a successful talk.  If you have a 

talk to give, this book tells you everything, from 
'throughline' to what to wear and whether to 

use notes or a lectern.  Compelling.   
 

2. Listening: You can practically get a free 

education on podcasts. If you are interested in 

the 

 

 history of Rome, don't miss Mike Duncan's series of 179 

episodes.  Go to Hist Rome.  Scroll to the bottom to get the 

start: 'In the beginning'. 
 

3.  Sanskrit Conversation:  Impress your friends and have 

a deeply significant conversation in Sanskrit, guided by this 
beautiful 40 page booklet: The Teachings of Astavakra.  Available 
from SESBookshop. 

 

4. Just for fun: 

From Paraguay.  Landfill 
harmonic: the world 

sends 
us garbage . . .  we 

send back music.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tXWKzsc6hXFEBbtomPugMmaDxGv6689jPHHWszfiPBce_3TWC91v87W516RE5apqulf4HiwvlKDh0zkJmAKFWrcEz1jDSuIWUdNzZl9-lav8zj81ryzQzKw7QpOwZ19_NJ1wAM9O6BdOmsUHjl6xl1S-YI5BqwKVdiPkcIxSEW0xd-hFY1FyCA==&c=&ch=
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Practical Philosophy Online - New Launch      
Christine Lambie, London 

 
Have you ever felt bored, lonely, or in need of a new challenge? All you 
need is a tickling curiosity about philosophy, a computer with camera and 

speakers, and an hour each week.  You don't even need to leave your 
home.   

 
Now called Practical Philosophy Online (PPO), this rapidly expanding 
enterprise has its own new independent website.  Economics and Sanskrit 

(for philosophy students) courses are also available.  Philosophy is also 
offered in Spanish - click on the Spanish flag on the navigation bar to 

translate the site.   
Have a look at the brand-new website: PracticalPhilosophyOnline 

 

It all began . . .  
in 2008 with a few students who had moved away from New York.  In the 
winter of 2009 the first introductory online philosophy class started.  Now 

there are around 50 online classes, with students from 58 countries (since 
inception).  
  

The classes are ideal for students at all levels, from introductory to 
senior.  Unlike most online internet classes, PPO follows the format of 

groups in the School: every online group has an online tutor - it's 
personal.  People quickly get to know other group members.  Where 
people continue in the School and finally meet in a physical location, it's 

very exciting to meet face to face.   
 

Testimonial 

The programme of 

online classes has peopl
e from all over the world 

attending.  Students 
only need to have an 

internet connection and 
a computer.  The format 
allows everyone to see 

everyone else.  When 
one person speaks, 

his/her box goes green! 

 

 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tXWKzsc6hXFEBbtomPugMmaDxGv6689jPHHWszfiPBce_3TWC91v87W516RE5apqlueU5JHEiR0vQVzUOX_9E06BYnhBtczDRpMLS9FFDrDX7_RrN6GgCnRUIz--roEw3ZNXewdTIr921N_EGtiPJ0YpIINWBOFgyQ3T-Py1_EwCBa21Z_Od31Gn2DwNpSiQ&c=&ch=


One student writes: 'Having been housebound for several months, the 

opportunity to join an online class has been a blessing.  Right from the 
beginning, the experience and knowledge from each student has added 
enormously to our enjoyment.  The energy gained from the group is 

indispensible; the material is both stimulating and challenging.  Above all, 
the congenial company of the weekly meeting leaves me with a great 

feeling of warmth and satisfaction.  Special thanks and love to our tutor.'   
Online philosopher   

 

How it works 
Randolph Kraus, senior student in New York and Principal of PPO, has 
worked tirelessly (ok, he gets tired sometimes) creating the system from 

its inception.  He adeptly juggles time zones and northern/southern 
hemisphere differences to puzzle the whole system together, 'building 
classrooms' and devising slides and googledocs . . .  

 
 

Worried about understanding 
the technology?   
 

It's pretty easy.  Watch the clip 
on UTube for how it works i.e. 

orientation on the software.  

 

 

 

 

You're most likely to meet Randolph online 

 

Message from 

Randolph 
 
'The whole adventure excites 

me because I see directly the 
benefit of bringing the School's 
teaching to areas of the world 

where it has never been 
available.   

 

For those who were in the School and love it, but for whatever reason life 

pulled them away - now we can reconnect them.  As much as I take on 
the role of the 'evangelist' for the online classes, I'm the first to encourage 
any of our students if they can, to migrate to a bricks-and-mortar 

setting.  But there are many who simply cannot attend a traditional branch 

 

 

 

Learn how it works in 9 mins 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tXWKzsc6hXFEBbtomPugMmaDxGv6689jPHHWszfiPBce_3TWC91v87W516RE5apqlxyaQV1eiRdmJ8Q1i6FXdqs7FB40ibirZyTho33IfSZDdwe8OqqAsKbKWUYw9B-euN5cX3SfdBIwDBu2ktpKechwnfLIcKKi39WDq7uJlLws0ejfRhW8Jl3Us9yZ73BBES36B8k_snQ=&c=&ch=


. . .  and so I am very passionate about providing this to anyone from 

Alaska to Albania, from Texas to Tasmania.' 
 

No need to stop attending 

Leaving because you had to move?  When someone says, 'Such a shame, 

I have to stop classes as I'm going to A Random Country' - we hope you 
will immediately think: 'No need to stop.  Go to 

PracticalPhilosophyOnline.'  We look forward to meeting you. 
 
Need any help?  We love helping people.  Write to PPO.  Enrol now.   

Our window is always open! 
 

back to top 
 

 

 

Reader Feedback 
As always, thanks for reading! 
 

May I say thank you for the article on 
"finding contentment" by Mr. 

Houlihan. I referred to most of it in 
my Sunday sermon today, as a 

perfect example of ascending or rising 
above a very serious disability such as 
blindness and not giving in, then 

getting on with electrical and 
mechanical work using special tools 

and normal tools. (Being an electrician 
myself, his efforts were really 
appreciated.)  Thank you very much for the article and may I 

forward the magazine to some of my work day clients, one 
particularly who would appreciate the horse article?  Once again 

thank you.  Johannesburg    

Editor: I'm delighted for insight to be forwarded to anyone who 

would enjoy reading it.   
 

We always look forward to reading the new issue 

of Insight.  The section Top Tips was especially appealing.  We 
travel to the U.K. every year and like most Yanks we find all things 

Royal fascinating.  The links to the Royals and the Family Tree were 
fabulous.  Educating oneself on Shakespeare as well as Plato made 
for a great read. Thank you and keep the information flowing.  Key 

Largo, Florida 
 

 

This is my first time reading the Insight newsletter. I was really 
surprised and inspired by the content of the stories. I thought it 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tXWKzsc6hXFEBbtomPugMmaDxGv6689jPHHWszfiPBce_3TWC91v87W516RE5apqlueU5JHEiR0vQVzUOX_9E06BYnhBtczDRpMLS9FFDrDX7_RrN6GgCnRUIz--roEw3ZNXewdTIr921N_EGtiPJ0YpIINWBOFgyQ3T-Py1_EwCBa21Z_Od31Gn2DwNpSiQ&c=&ch=
mailto:info@practicalphilosophyonline.org
https://goo.gl/bkmqS0
https://goo.gl/bkmqS0


might have been about a lot of inspirational quotes from the wise 

and how that may help change our lives, but it's about applying the 
words of the wise to everyday life and seeing the fruits that this 
bears in that change.  Thank you for putting it together and am 

looking forward to the next one.  As for Lily's segment, being a true 
animal lover, loved that too.  Thanks for sharing these great stories 

and your contribution in uplifting us all.  Melbourne 

 

 

 

 

 

Philippa is a senior student in 

Melbourne.  Her husband's illness 
led her to Ayurveda, literally, the 

Science of Life, an Indian system of 
medicine in which she is now a 

practitioner. 
 

In Sickness and in 
Health 

Philippa Street, Melbourne 

 
In December 2000 my husband suffered a heart attack which resulted in 

two major operations. Further surgery for a slipped disk (he overdid the 
physio) left him weak.  I did everything according to the Heart Foundation 

guidelines to help him regain his strength, but nothing worked, in fact he 
seemed to be getting weaker. Then I met up with a friend who was 
bouncing like a kangaroo with health. When she mentioned her Ayurvedic 

doctor I decided to find one for my husband.  
 

He told me that John's digestion had been knocked out by all the 
anaesthetic and his body couldn't digest food. He also recommended white 
rice, spiced vegetables and dhal.  White rice??  'Yes, nothing but the most 

easily digestible foods.'  With the new diet and a daily self-administered 
warm, oily massage he was gaining strength within a week, after three 

years of poor health.  I was hooked and had to learn more. 
 

What is Ayurveda? 
Ayurveda is a traditional system of maintaining health.  It is based on the 

five elements of ether, air, fire, water and earth.  These elements have 
qualities such as lightness, heaviness, dryness, wetness, coldness, heat, 

stability, and movement.  Each individual is born with a particular 
arrangement of these elements/qualities and so long as it is maintained, 
the body/mind will be healthy.  When it is disturbed, disease follows.   

 



An Ayurvedic practitioner learns to recognise the nature of the patient, 
observing which elements are out of balance and applying the opposite, 
e.g. a person with a cold would have excess heavy, cold, and wet 

qualities, so would need more fire, lightness and dryness thus ginger, 
honey and lemon would be a good medicine and not ice cream!  

 
Ayurveda is terrific as a preventative medicine but it depends on 
persuading people to look after themselves whilst healthy.  Because it has 

a brilliant system of diet and nutrition formulated according to body type, 
it is most useful when poor nutrition/digestion is at the heart of 

disease.  With emergencies like heart attacks, allopathic medicine must be 
given quickly.  
 

What study and training did you undergo? 
My 2-year part time training to become an Ayurvedic Lifestyle Consultant 
actually took 4 years to complete because of the 30+ case studies.  I also 
studied with a Kalari practitioner in massage and Marma (the Ayurvedic 

equivalent of Chinese acupuncture).  During this time I went to Mumbai 
for 6 weeks to experience Panchakarma (a full engine service for the 

body).  Whilst there I studied pulse with a renowned pulse expert.  My 
next step was to spend a summer in Albuquerque studying with Dr. Vasant 

Lad.  It was bliss to be amongst enthusiastic, like-minded, mature 
students.  He would regularly break into Sanskrit chants.  Each day began 
with chanting, and sacrifices each Monday; the spiritual was just as 

important for him as the body.  
 

Treatments 
Ayurveda has gorgeous hot oily treatments such as kati basti (a well of oil 

on the lower spine) which is useful for slipped disks and sciatica. A 
doughnut of besan flour is filled with warm herbalised oil which is changed 

continuously over 40 minutes to keep the temperature as warm as 
possible.  A client who contacted me immediately when she had slipped a 
disk - she was treated promptly, and was up and about a couple of days 

later!  Another treatment is Shirodhara (oil poured on the head) which is 
helpful when a person is anxious, stressed or suffering insomnia as it 

calms the whole central nervous system. Self massage on a daily basis is 
encouraged, it keeps the lymphatic system moving thus improving 

immunity, releasing serotonin, and giving emotional stability. 
 

Why Ayurveda?  
Ayurveda is my vehicle for serving the broader community.  Everything I 

have learnt in Philosophy classes over the years is helpful: meeting people 
without judgement, listening without commentary, and looking on all with 
an equal eye.  Meditation has given me quietness of mind and the single-

pointed attention needed to listen to a patient's pulse.  Knowledge of 
Sanskrit has been essential in studying the subject and its 

pharmacology.  Even the simple practice of cleaning the consulting room 
was learnt in the School!   
 



My aim is to teach people to take better care of themselves, to give them 
the simple tools for that through appropriate diet, exercise, and lifestyle 
choices (sometimes a Philosophy brochure is added to their take-home 

pack).  It's a terrible business model because if I succeed they don't need 
to come back to me!  Ultimately, the emotional ground for my work is 

simply the prayer "May all be happy, may all be free from disease, may all 
have well-being and none be in misery of any sort". 
 

Disclaimer: This article does not necessarily represent the School's 
approach to medicine; neither does it recommend Ayurveda for all medical 

issues.  

 

 

Lily is the black labrador who lives with Donald Lambie, the 

leader of the School and his wife, the editor.  She has become a 
popular contributor to this newsletter, with her own canine 

insights. 

Letter from Lily 

 
So I took my Person to The Blue Café 

the other day - she loves meeting her 
friends.  A charming barista called 

Pedro from Brazil spotted me from 
behind the counter.  How can I say 
this?  He just fell in love with me.  He 

stroked my face and gazed into my 
eyes, tickled my tummy and brought 

me water.  He said he'd never met 
such a charismatic and polite puppy.   

 

 

Mes deuxièmes vacances en France 

 

Well, just think about that for a moment - when did someone last call 

you 'charismatic'?  Or even 'polite' for that matter?  Cafés are clearly a 
good idea.  

 



I hear a lot of 
talk nowadays 
about driverless 

cars.  Why would 
you want 

one?  Just look 
at my colleague 
Porter, driving 

that snazzy 
mini.  He could 

be your 
chauffeur.  Much 
more fun.  

 
 

They used to 
talk about 
horsepower, 

huh!  I think Dogpower should be the new measure of intelligence, 
loyalty and adaptability.  So if you are able to cope easily with change 

and challenge, you might have Dogpower 7 or 8.  Of course all dogs 
would be at Dogpower 10 without even trying.  Who needs IQ when you 
could have Dogpower? 

 
Love and licks,  

Lily 
 

 

 

Who needs driverless cars? 
 

 

 

back to top 
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